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Investigating the impact of endoplasmic reticulum stress (ers) on unfolded protein 

response (upr) in absance epilectic rats 

 
Objective: Endoplasmic Reticulum(ER) is associated with many cellular functions, from post- 

transcriptional modifications to the correct folding of proteins. Disturbances in intracellular 

calcium balance disrupts the physiological balance of ER. Although studies have shown that 

the pathology of neurodegenerative diseases is associated with ER stress, studies showing a 

relationship between epilepsy and ER stress are very limited. The aim of our study was to 

investigate the effects of ER stress induced by low and high doses of Thapsigargin(Tg) on 

behavioral learning, epileptic activity, and molecular levels in cortex and thalamus tissues of 

Wistar Albino Glaxo/Rijswick (WAG / Rij) rats. 

 
Methods: 6-8 month old WAG/Rij male rats were used in this study. Separate groups were 

created for epileptic activity, behavioral-learning tests, and molecular studies. Electrodes for 

EEG recordings and cannulas for applying Tg, SF(Saline) and DMSO(Dimethyl sulfoxide) 

intracerebroventricularly, were placed on skull. EEG recors were taken to assess epileptic 

activity. Locomotor activity, passive avoidance and water-maze test were performed for 

behavior-learning experiments. RT-PCR technique was used to examine the expression of 

PERK, XBP-1, ATF6, CACNA1H mRNA and western blot technique to examine GRP78 and 

ERp57 protein changes. 

 
Results: 20 ng and 200 ng Tg administration were not effective on locomotor activity and 

passive avoidance, 200 ng Tg administration showed a significant decrease in water-maze test 

compared to naive and 20 ng Tg group. It was found that the activity of SWD in 20 ng Tg 

administration was higher than SF(Saline), DMSO and 200 ng Tg groups at 24th hour and had 

remained to be high in 48th hour. In the group treated with 20 ng Tg increased GRP78 protein 

amount, Eif2ak3, CACNA1H and XBP-1 mRNA expression in the talamus were observed. An 

increase in expression of ATF6 mRNA in the thalamus tissue was observed with 200 ng Tg 

administration. 

Conclusions: Increased level of GRP78 protein amount EIF2AK3, XBP-1 and CACNA1H 

mRNA expression in low-dose ER stress conditions may exert an enhancing effect on SWD 

activity by triggering survival processes of thalamic neurons. Increased ATF 6 mRNA 

expression in high-dose ER stress conditions may have reduced SWD activity by triggering 

pro-apoptotic processes. 

 


